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Notes:

1. Printing to meet durability test of EN60335-1 clause 7.14.
2. Text is red or black selected to contrast with the bag material.
3. Text is to be in centre of bag or repeated on 0.5m grid for bags greater than 0.8m in any dimension.
4. Border is for dimensional purposes and is not printed.
5. Text is ITC Helvetica or similar sans serif font.
6. Font size for WARNING is 18pt. Remainder of text is 14pt.
7. Warning notice is not required on bags with greatest dimension of less than 100mm or opening of less than 200mm circumference.
8. Except where application requires airtight sealing, all bags are to be perforated with holes of min. 4mm dia. spaced on 30mm grid.
9. Bags for child appealing products and toys to have a minimum of four holes; other bags to have a minimum of two holes.
10. Unperforated bags for child appealing products and toys to be manufactured from material of minimum thickness 40µm.
11. Bags for child appealing products and toys not to have draw-string closures
12. See also BS 1133-21:1991 clause 2 and EN 71-1:2011 clause 4.3 + 4.4
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50  ± 1.0 mm

32 ± 1.0 mm

WARNING
This bag is not a toy.
To avoid danger of

suffocation, keep out
of reach of babies and

children.
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98D0568: 5-5-98: First issue

98D0583: 7-5-98: Add notes 9 & 10 re toys/child
appealing appliances.

00D0176: 27-2-00: Update address, new layout,
change hole grid dimensions to be consistent with
BS1133§21

07D1663: 16-10-07. Note 10 change 38µm to 40µm,
add notes 11 + 12

14D0544: 09-04-14 - Update logo, EN 71 reference;
Note 8: change hole dimensions & grid to be fully
consistent with EN 71-1

14D0545: 10-04-14 - Note 8: ‘min’ 4mm; Note 10:
‘unperforated’ bags


